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"Rubber baby buggy bumpers" - say this three times as fast as you can. How about try saying

"loopy lizards lying lazily aloft a little lane of logs" without messing up. This tongue twister book is a

huge collection of funny phrases, ridiculous rhymes, and silly sentences that'll have kids laughing

for hours. Each one challenges your mouth muscles as you try to say these tongue twisters faster

and multiple times. A tongue twister is a phrase that's supposed to be difficult to articulate properly.

Often times, they take practice to say correctly. Tongue twisters are good practice for children as

they learn to form words, phrases, and vowels. It's hard to say a tongue twister without a smile on

your face. Kids will be entertained with these tongue twisters for hours.
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Kids thought this was a super cute game. We got this book free to test it out and they actually

thought the jokes were pretty funny. they are 7 and 9.*** I did receive this product at a discount and

exchange for an honest and unbiased review. My opinions are my own and we're not influenced by

the company and anyway. As most people, I make sure to look through reviews of an item before

making a purchase online. Therefore, I do try to review each item as if I purchased it paying full

price. If you have any questions at all, please feel free to post in the comment section and I will be

sure to answer whatever I can. Please write my review as helpful if it helps you in any way. Its

greatly appreciate it because it helps me to! Thank you.

This book looks like it was written quickly by someone just trying to make a buck. The tongue



twisters aren't even very good. Most of them are simply words thrown together that have no

commonality. They're usually short -- a simple 5-word "tongue-twister" taking up an entire page.

Whatever happened to "Sally sells sea-shells by the sea-shore" or "If a wood chuck..."? Most of

them are so simple that my 7 year old can say them fairly easily and he's not tripping over any

words or "twisting his tongue".Overall, I feel like the author was just trying to put out content to make

money and ended up with something he threw together in a few hours.

This avid reader/book reviewer once again has an empty TBReviewed pile. With a home attendant

taking care of my dear OH, no DVDs from Netflix to watch and nothing really interesting on cable I

knew I need to find a free fun book to read/review which would give me a chuckle or two; and

perhaps help me relived the days of my childhood. Needless to say I found it in this book.What child

hasn't enjoyed trying to repeat tongue twisters given to them by their friends and try to have their

repeat ones which they've just made up Many of the twisters contained within the pages of this book

are the same I remember being a child of the 1950's; proving how these twisters are now classics

which will go on forever.Come us now, even as adults from time to time love to say them ourselves

or have our friends try to say them which is the reason for my using a twister for the title of my

review.One of the toughest riddles I've come across has been:THE SIXTH SICK SHIEK'S SIXTH

SHEEP'S SICKtrying saying this THREE TIMES fast without stopping.For letting my tongue my tied

like it did when I was a child I've given this book 5 STARS.

I can't remember when tongue twisters weren't around, so I looked it up. In 1951, Danny Kaye

recorded a song titled "Tongue Twisters," and this seems to be the first published use of the name.

Tongue twisters really became popular after publication of the children's book Fox in Socks by Dr.

Seuss in 1965. The book consists almost entirely of rhyming tongue twisters.Tongue Twisters for

Kids includes 50 illustrated tongue twisters for parents and kids to trip over. Several of the classic

tongue twisters are here, including:#24 - "Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers..."#25 - "She

sells seashells by the seashore..."I was glad to see my all-time favorite "Rubber baby buggy

bumpers." This was the first tongue twister that I mastered.Some of the tongue twisters aren't too

hard, but a few of them are insanely difficult, like "Six sick slick slim sycamore saplings."Of course,

the acid test for having mastered any tongue twister is to say it three times fast.The book, which

was a free download, includes samples of the author's joke books and kids' stories.

So cute. We laughed and laughed. My disabled son has alot of down time. And some of it is



depressing. And we don't like to be sad and blue. We love to laugh. And the last hospital stay we

decided to get some books and have fun. This one was great. He can't speak but he had so much

fun listening to me trying to say these riddles. And I would get the nurses to say them He would

laugh so much the nurses said the whole floor would laugh with him

My daughter loved this book, she had great fun with all the tongue twisters. Even my husband got in

on the fun! We try to make a night of reading at least once a week and this is one of our favorites.

We are making great memories laughing and learning, it's such fun. I highly recommend this book to

anyone, you won't regret it!

This is so fun. These are super short little (mostly) one liner tongue twisters. When you have 3 kids,

all at different language stages, books like these are great and tons of fun. The 12 year old and the

four year old were sitting together going through the book saying each one to each other. Super

cute.I have heard a few of these before, and maybe one or two of them didn't really seem like

tongue twisters to me. But the rest of these were great and even a few of them nice and challenging

tongue twisting fun.I love little books like these. Just long enough to keep the attention of the little

kids.I had fun saying them to my four year old and having him laugh at me because I couldn't get

through some of them.The opinions in this review are mine and mine alone.I received this ebook for

free in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion.

This was a fun book for the kids and adults. We all tried our skills out trying to do some of these

tongue twisters. Some of these are more difficult than others (which was good since it the kids could

easily do them). There were some of these I had heard before when I was a kid, so it was fun to try

them out again.There are 50 tongue twisters with a little illustration on each page. The kids thought

the pictures were a little odd, but they didn't really care about the pictures, they just concentrated on

the text. We had little races to see who could do these faster. Needless to say we were all cracking

up and getting tongue tied. This was very fun and will definitely be a book they will go through again

to try and master some of the harder ones.I received this kindle book for free for my honest review.
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